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ABSTRACT:
The last decades in the twentieth century witnessed the promotion of
Sustainability as an ideology in many fields all over the world. Architects
were mostly influenced. In spite of their noble aim to save the environment,
their buildings were not as figurative and creative as it was expected. On the
other hand architects interested in forms and masses had no interest in
environmental issues, they even contributed in losing harmony with natural
order by creating strange buildings forms.
The paper aims to show how the ideology of sustainability has the potential
to create more lively, energetic architecture for the future. Architects have
come to figure how to create buildings in harmony with Nature both visually
and ecologically. Buildings are even inspiring its workability from Nature.
Through case studies, the paper shows how architects conceptualized
sustainability as a major component and partner in their projects. The
findings of this paper clearly see that the aim of sustainability helped in
changing architectural ideas in its concepts, construction, materials and even
on the urban scale, producing Neo-organic architecture. Now tools,
technologies and economic strategies are finally available to make the next
‘evolutionary’ step in architecture for the real benefit of people and the
environment
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1. SUSTAINABILITY AS AN ATTITUDE:
“Environmental architecture, in other words, is environmental architectures, a plurality of
approaches with some emphasizing performance over appearance, and some appearance over
performance”, (Hagan, 2001).
When Sustainability first appeared as an issue struggling for taking place in the global thought
it focused on energy conservation and wastes disposal (management). The aim was simply
“not to destroy the environment”. This aim evolved now to become “contribution to the
environment progress”, that is why definitions for sustainability and sustainable development
were launched. It entered every field of life such as anthropology, Sociology, business,
technology and architecture. Sustainable Development is the achievement of a better quality
of life through the efficient use of resources, which realize continued social progress while
maintaining stable economic growth and caring for the environment.
The problem was the focus on the technical and performance issues without putting much
stress on appearance aesthetics. This degraded the noble aim of sustainability and lessened its
global influence on the public and on most architects as it did not satisfy their greed for
creativity. With the technological breakthrough in modeling buildings (CAD), in materials
generation, and in forms manufacturing and assembly (CAM), a chance was given to
architects to innovate complex iconic buildings that have respect to the environment and are
connected to Nature.
Sustainability progressed from being a topic to become an attitude. In its broader view,
sustainability aims to connect with nature instead of being against it. This connection was
once interpreted in architecture in Frank Lloyd Wright’s Organic philosophy. By adopting
sustainability as an ideology Wright’s organic view must be reinvented. This changed the
methodology of thinking for many architects causing a paradigm shift in their styles changing
from deconstruction into what could be called Neo-organic style. Due to the unprecedented
technological progress, the mission is much easier nowadays. Just as Wright’s organic
approach was a philosophy, this neo-organic architecture is a response to the dominating
attitude in the universe.
Nature can teach us about systems, materials, processes, structures and aesthetics. Neoorganic architecture has generated buildings that take its inspiration from natural scenery or
organic forms fusing them with carefully chosen materials to create aesthetic harmony. This
architecture is unique, symbolic and elegant. Its architects are recognizable for the sense of
movement that they manage to capture in a stationary object. It gathers between functional
performance and aesthetic appearance.
This paper is concerned with how the attitude of sustainability has changed the whole system
of architectural thinking towards the respect of Nature not only as a supplier of raw materials,
in energy saving parameters and clean methods of wastes disposal, but in how the ideology
has deepened in the architects minds and been reflected in their concepts and forms. The
respect has moved steps forward to become connection then imitation of forms and
mechanisms then learning and applying the natural systems in the architectural work in
harmony, balance and elegancy. Nature became the generator of ideas on all levels of
architectural thinking. The paper takes a tour showing how Nature has generated ideas for
architects in their concepts, masses, forms of structure, materials and even on the urban scale.
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2. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF CREATIVE CONCEPTS
2.1 Case Study 1: King Abdulaziz Center for Knowledge and Culture in KSA:
The King Abdulaziz Center for Knowledge and Culture is an obvious example of how a
picture is taken from nature and reinterpreted into a building. Snøhetta has been selected to
design this prestigious cultural facility that will provide for a wide range of activities serving
the local population and becoming a cultural landmark on both a regional, national and global
horizon. When completed, the project will contain some 50,000m2 of diverse cultural
facilities, including an auditorium, cinema, library, exhibition hall, museum and archive. The
concept of design depends on showcasing the contributions of yesterday, building on the
achievements of today and inspiring the creativity of tomorrow.

Fig.1 A random collection of pebbles

Fig.2 A centered lonely savannah tree
with human and animal tracks

Fig. 3 King AbdulAziz Cultural Center, Dhahran, KSA, Snøhetta
The form of the building is taken from the balance and harmony of an assembly of
pebbles and their position and landscape from a solitary savannah tree with the traces
of paths surrounding it.

The conceptual theme for the project is derived from the idea of cultural interdependency in
space, time and context. The idea of culture extends both back in time, searching for historical
roots, and reaches into the future to new possibilities. This theoretical time line connecting
past present and future is embedded in the architecture: partially dug deep into the rock and
partially stretching 86 meters up toward the sky. The concept of cultural interdependency is at
the heart of the building’s spatial organization.
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Each element of the building is given its own discrete and recognizable form as a “pebble”;
however, these individual pieces are put together in such a manner that they visually and
physically support each other. No single object can be removed without the collapse of the
larger composition. Balance and harmony is achieved through their interdependence.
The form is inspired from the attraction of a solitary tree in the Savannah. The path traces left
by people and animals looking for the cool shade of the tree are interpreted in geometric lines
coming from the focal point, the pebbles, providing a diversity of lines, junctions and areas
allowing tremendous kinds of functions to fit in. Elements used in the monosurface are purely
functional though integrating in drawing the aesthetical environmental picture. Through
materials colors, the paths will appear like light streams glowing at night. Wood is used to
bridge over the different paths as drainage canals will be made for storms and rain drainage
The physical and spiritual heart of the project is an area referred to as the Source, around
which all of the other elements are arranged. Placed three floors down into the bedrock, the
Source is a metaphor for the Source of Arabian wealth to be found in the oil fields deep
beneath the building. The Source also provides the physical setting for the roots of Saudi
Arabian culture displayed in the museum that spirals down around it.
All of the project elements that are elevated out of the landscape and into the sky refer to the
future and are clad in a reflective tubular metal skin. The metal is the counterpoint to the
rammed earth wall; it is man-made, futuristic and reflective of the strong Arabian sun. The
tubes are wrapped around the shapes of the pebbles, flowing from a predetermined starting
point around the objects in a manner that creates a unique but related pattern to each of the
pebbles. This tubular system provides for virtually 100% passive solar shading of the
project’s enclosure. The setting for the Cultural Center is a man-made landscape using
minimal methods of maintenance, and sustainability known as “xeriscaping” 1. Landscapes are
designed from the start to reduce the amount of resources needed to maintain them. By
selecting the appropriate plants and efficient irrigation systems, a balance is achieved to fit the
aesthetic needs as well as reduce resource use. Benefits of xeriscaping include cost savings
through lower water bills and a reduction in the labor needed to maintain the landscape. This
area called the Monosurface is planted with vegetation indigenous to the desert region,
requiring a minimum of irrigation. Irrigation system will depend mainly on collecting storms
rain water under bridges.fig ( )

Fig. 4 Bridges on the
monosurface

Fig.5 Incorporating the drainage
canals with the vegetation systems

Fig.6 The collection of rain
water under bridges to be reused in irrigation

A system of double skin facades is used allowing openings in the inner skin to protect the
monolithic expression given by the outer skin. Surrounding the “inner skin” of the pebble, a
strategy of using the perforations beyond the aesthetical values will add performative values
1

The word "xeriscape" is derived from the Greek "xeros," meaning dry, and "scape," a kind of view or scene.
Together, xeriscaping is landscaping with slow-growing, drought-tolerant plants to conserve water and establish
a waste-efficient landscape
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and essentially lead to a combination of light filtration, ventilation (both in and out),
acoustical buffering, and localized solutions that will not be so obvious due to the strategy of
the patterning of the “inner skin”. The concept of ventilation system is derived from the fact
that each pebble is a one whole open volume. This allows warm air to rise freely up, around
the inner skin and through the exhaust vents carefully adjusted in the inner skin so that the
pattern aesthetics is not compromised.

Fig.7 using shape and perforations within the
inner skin to locally distribute the air flow

Fig.8 Inner pebble skin. It is designed to fulfill
aesthetical, acoustical, light and ventilation
functions without compromising the monolithic
effect of the outer skin

Fig.9 Section showing general ventilation
strategy

Fig.10 The slabs are floating to give full free air
circulation around the entire shape

Reference to traditional elements was essential to connect the building to its location. The
similarity to the traditional mashrabia lead the designer to design a timber mesh inspired from
the accumulation of random palm leaves in a very simple, artistic and abstract vision.
Functioning as a mashrabia; protecting the artifacts from direct sun rays and light glow, and at
the same time giving clues to local palm trees satisfy the required aesthetics. The mesh will
provide social and environmental functions such as protection, shade and privacy. Vents,
outlets, junctions and glazing are hidden behind the mesh.
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Fig.11 random palm leaves

Fig .12
traditional Mashrabia
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Fig.13 a composition of wooden
mesh resembling palm leaves

Fig.14 The main
entrance to the
museum. A
traditional
filtering wall
structure in
Islamic
architecture to
filter sun, light
and add shadows,
textures and
ornamentation to
the hall

Fig.15 The columns defining the area
surrounding the source
Fig.16 The pivot of the bottom part
of the museum

The outer skin of the pebbles is given a reflective surface of stainless steel. This enhances the
definition of the shapes and animates the building as the sun moves across the sky. From a
distance the project is perceived as a reflective monolithic sculpture in the desert. When
approaching it, new layers of details are revealed: the lines defining the window stripes, the
subtle and unexpected reflective patterns on the surface and, when the visitor is close enough,
the actual stainless steel tubes become apparent and one can see how the direction of the tubes
define the shape of each pebble. At night, glimpses into the building will show due to the lit
spaces that create a patchwork on the facade from within.
6
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This cladding provides both shade and ventilation for the insulated walls behind, but it also
collects solar heat, reaching surface temperatures around 80°C (176°F). The surface heat
becomes part of the visual experience of the building, mirroring the heat waves and creating
air mirages shivering like an aura around the pebbles. Further development will show if this
heat may also be extracted efficiently from the facades to provide energy to the building and
to cool the interior.

Fig.17 King Abdualziz Center with its shining
stainless steel monolithic surface in the desert

Fig.18 King Abdualziz Center with its different
light shades at night

3. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF CREATIVE STRUCTURES:
Sustainability has also inspired architects in their structures. Some were motivated to take
analogies from animals in form such as Santiago Calatrava or relay their final forms on
environmental reasons to produce Morpho-ecological designs, others were intelligent to use
the structure in carrying out processes that will keep the building sustainable and others.
3.1 Morpho-ecological designs:
Morphology is the study of forms, derived from the Greek terms ‘morphe’ (shape/form) while
ecology is the science of relationships between organisms and their environment2. So
Morpho-ecological designs are the designs that relate its final forms to environmental reasons.
Santiago Calatrava is a Spanish architect whose work has the power to give three massages;
elegant architecture, powerful structure and environmentally responsive building. His
architecture has quality, beauty and very biomimic as his “forms follow feathers”. He thinks
that architecture should be built on a theoretical research background which is in his case
“morphology” that he does through sculpture. (e.g. Atlanta Symphony Center and the
Milwaukee Art Museum, USA)
The Photography Museum in Qatar is a good example of how the form and structure
contribute in sustainable performance. This unique museum will become a landmark within
the urban setting and contribute to the urban development of the area situated in the centre of
Doha City. One of the highlights of the museum is its cutting-edge ‘smart walls’, which open
and close to control natural light flow in the building.

2

The term ‘ecology’ was coined by the German physician and zoologist Ernst Haeckel in the 19 century
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Fig.19 The photography Museum, Qatar, Santiago Calatrava, under construction

3.2 Case Study 2: New Czech National Library in Prague
The competition proposal for the New Czech National Library in Prague, a collaborative
project between OCEAN and Scheffler + Partner, seeks to provide both a singular monolithic
appearance for one of the key cultural buildings, as well as a continuous and gradient spatial
experience of the library and adjacent landscape of the site. The overall building volume is
organized as a large object that is at the same time contained and open, confined and
continuous, providing different spatial experiences for both visitors and employees.
The proposed New National Library building is organized in three distinct, but interconnected
volumes that together form a very large tree-like form. The cantilevering volumes are
supported by five large frames that project from the central volume in a fan-shaped
arrangement. The unique branching structures that envelopes and supports the cantilevering
volumes reinforces the image of the vast tree-space of the library. The form-generation of the
branching structure evolved from a digital analysis of the force flow that resulted from the
load-case of cantilevering the two volumes. The load vectors are articulated as a branching
system, which gradually becomes thinner towards the edges of the cantilevers. In an analytic
procedure, the stress distribution within the envelope of a specified volume is evaluated and
mapped as a vector field of principal forces. A network of merging branches is derived
according to this structural information, combined with other parameters such as the angle of
incident of sunlight, view axes and spatial characteristics. As all parameters need to be
understood as interrelated, the generative process recurrently analyses the structural behavior
in relation to the other input parameters and responds by adjusting the specific articulation of
each element’s dimensions, angle and orientation during the growth process. The interstitial
space between the central opaque volume and the two cantilevering volumes is particularly
important. It delivers the means of passive environmental modulations of the areas that do not
require highly specific controlled interior climates and the transitional microclimates between
all adjacent spaces. In order to do so, the distance and degree of inclination between facing
surfaces is crucial.
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Fig.20 New Czech National Library,
OCEAN and Scheffler + Partner, Prague,
2006

Fig.21 Interior perspective of the New Czech National Library, OCEAN and Scheffler + Partner,
Prague, 2006 showing the natural light coming through the building in the main reading hall

3.3 Case Study 3: The BMW Welt, Munich, Germany:
The ‘BMW World’ project by Coop Himmelblau in Munich, reveals how co-evolution
between structural and mechanical intelligences can begin to generate new properties and
possibilities. The beauty of the building lies in the architectural concept of creating a floating
cloud-like roof. “Overall, the sinuous roof volume seems like the body of a breathing
organism” .The centerpiece of this project, called the ‘Double-cone’, is in fact a technological
prototype in this regard. Its structure consists of a non-hierarchical lattice of welded tube
sections which are filled with water. The water is circulated throughout the lattice and down
into geothermic piles, creating a three dimensional heat-exchange system where excess heat
can be absorbed and released.
More than that, the performance of the mechanical system feeds back on the structural
system. Blast tests, for instance, have concluded that the presence of the water has a beneficial
effect on the total structural stability of the system. In addition, the fire protection system for
the steel structure is based on exploiting the water-lattice as a sprinkler infrastructure,
employing an array of valves integrated directly into the structural members.
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Fig.22 The double cone in BMW welt, Munich,
Coop Himmelblau
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Fig.23 Steel non-hierarchical lattice, BMW
welt, Munich, Coop Himmelblau

Fig.24 The Floating
cloud-like roof held
on the double cone in
the
BMW
welt,
Munich,
Coop
Himmelblau

4. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF INNOVATIVE MATERIALS:
The need for sustainable solutions urged architects to use materials in a different way or to
invent new materials that satisfy architects’ creative ideas but it also filtered them
automatically. Sustainability inspired Shigaru Ban, a famous Japanese architect, to use paper
tubes as a material for construction. He is not inventing a new material but reusing an old one
in a different way. By rediscovering the potentials of an old material and pushing it towards
creativity, sustainability as an aim is fulfilled.
Amongst the developments in materials for the benefit of sustainability is the Photovoltaic
glass which will probably have a potent effect on buildings converting solar energy into
electric power through integrated solar cells. ETFE is another material that has gained
tremendous success in most of the top projects in the world. “Compared to glass, ETFE film
is 1% the weight, transmits more light and costs 24% to 70% less to install. It's also resilient
(able to bear 400 times its own weight, self-cleaning (due to its nonstick surface) and
recyclable. In sheet form as commonly employed for architecture, it is able to stretch to three
times its length without loss of elasticity. Employing heat welding, tears can be repaired with
a patch or multiple sheets assembled into larger panels.” It was first used by Nicholas
Grimshaw in his Eden project in the UK opened in 2001, then by Herzog and de Meuron in
the football stadium Allianz arena in Munchin in 2002.
10
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Fig.25 The water cube, Beijing, China,
PTW architects, 2006

Fig.26 Simple steel space-frame and ETFE
pillow cladding

Fig.27 The water cube, Beijing, China, the organic
feeling of bubbles continue in the interior

Fig.28 The water cube, Beijing, China, interior
bubbles contribute to emphasize the function.

4.1 Case Study 4: The Water Cube Project, Beijing, China:
ETFE huge success came in its use is as pneumatic panels to cover the Beijing National
Aquatics Centre named the Water Cube of the 2008 Olympics, the world's largest structure
made of ETFE film (laminate). It seemed the most appropriated material to cover the Chinese
water cube and transfer the massages and ideas needed to radiate from the building. “Our
“Water cube” concept is a simple and concise square form that ultimately uses the water
bubble theory to create the structure and building cladding, and which makes the design so
unique. It appears random and playful like a natural system, yet is mathematically very
rigorous and repetitious. The transparency of water, with the mystery of the bubble system,
engages those both inside and out of the structure to consider their own experiences with
water.”3 The square is the “the Chinese ideal for regulated harmony”. The design is based on
a common natural pattern, the fundamental arrangement of organic cells and the natural
formation of soap bubbles. Despite its organic look, the structure is a simple steel space-frame
consisting of two parts; the internal structure and the face structure that forms the actual roof
and ceiling and accepts the ETFE pillow cladding.
5. SUSTAINABILITY AS A GENERATOR OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS ON THE
URBAN SCALE:
Attempts to create eco-friendly and zero emission buildings or ‘green buildings’ have been
made all around the world. But initiatives to generalize the issue on an urban scale has been
recently unveiled in Dubai under the name of Lily pad city as its forms and process of
workability are derived from the lily pad plants emerging from water. Another successful
3

Andrew Frost, Director, PTW the architects of the water cube.
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initiative is the Masdar city in AbuDhabi designed by Fosters architects with interiors
designed by LAVA.
5.1 Case Study 5: The Masdar City, Abu Dhabi, UAE:
The government of Abu Dhabi launched a Sustainability Strategy to deliver the world’s
greenest city – Masdar City. Designed by the British architectural firm Foster & Partners, the
city will rely entirely on solar energy and other renewable energy sources, with a sustainable,
zero-carbon, zero-waste ecology. The electricity for the six square kilometer city will be
generated by photovoltaic panels, while cooling will be provided via concentrated solar
power. Water will be provided through a solar-powered desalination plant. Landscaping
within the city and crops grown outside the city will be irrigated with grey water and treated
waste water produced by the city’s water treatment plant.

Fig.29 Mushroom columns in Masdar City

Fig.30 Cocoons columns in Masdar City

Fig.31 Rocks facades and traditional ornaments in
ceiling covering to reflect the islamic ornaments
on the floors

Fig.32 Arabian Islamic spirit in ornaments and
elements on mashrabia to protect the city’s
identity

The interiors and facades of Masdar city buildings are proposed to provide organic natural
atmosphere to reflect the major message the city is delivering; environment friendly.
Borrowing from natural organisms their forms and mechanisms has changed the
manufactured buildings into a natural habitat. The facades appear like mountains of rocks
12
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with grass coming out of it. Materials on wall surfaces respond to changing temperatures and
contain minimal embedded energy. The solar powered umbrellas, with a design based on the
principles of sunflowers, capture the sun's rays during the day, fold at night releasing the
stored heat to be like worms’ cocoons, and open again the next day. Its interesting that beside
all the analogies from nature, the city keeps some of its traditional motifs to give itself the
unique character relating itself to its identity as an Islamic country in the Arab region.
Automobiles will be banned within the city; travel will be accomplished via public mass
transit and personal rapid transit systems, with existing road and railways connecting to other
locations outside the city. The absence of motor vehicles coupled with Masdar's perimeter
wall, designed to keep out the hot desert winds, allows for narrow and shaded streets that help
funnel cooler breezes across the city.

Fig.33 The walled City”, Masdar City,
AbuDhabi, UAE, Fosters &partners, 2006-2014

Fig.34 The proposal for the energy car or the
personal rapid system unit in Masdar city

Having reached the limits of nature’s tolerance, we are finally looking for answers to the
question: “How can we live on this home planet without destroying it?”Being connected to
Nature or being eco-friendly generated many nominations for this kind of architecture that
make more efficient use of energy and resources amongst them “ecologically aware
architecture”, “living in harmony with Nature”, “environmentally conscious buildings”. But
this Neo-organic architecture merges with the environment by becoming part of Nature in
how it looks, how it works and how it inspires. It is no more the matter of performance, it is
the matter of spiritual aesthetics that will eventually and automatically unite people with
Nature to be obliged to save themselves instead of saving the environment.
6. CONCLUSION:
6.1 General Findings and Outcomes


The previous case studies show how the “love of Nature” has been reflected in the forms
produced by architects. Rocks, clouds, trees, birds, water bubbles….etc. It is the challenge
that architects want to seize, to manufacture the natural in a Neo-organic style.



It does not only depend on capturing the element but on capturing the moment of
movement and the complexity in it. The Neo-organic style is dynamic, complex, fluid and
more natural.



Neo-organic architecture integrates the spaces into a coherent whole: it is a merge
between the inside and outside, a marriage between the site and form and a union between
the context and the structure, all in harmony, balance and elegancy.
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For the first time after decades architecture has changed its main source of inspiration
from philosophy into biology. Taking analogies from Nature in concepts, forms, structures
and processes created an organic paradigm shift in architecture.



The generation of fascinating ideas would have never happened without the presence of
appropriate technological tools of dreaming that have made the border between imagining
and accomplishing blurred and easy penetrated. The digital and synthetic are becoming
the route towards achieving the natural.



Having a creative architectural idea that believes in sustainability might cost higher
budgets on execution but decreases the working money on the long run.



Having a neo-organic building imitating Nature gives the building the advantage of being
global. But local ornaments and motifs could be added to give the building its unique
identity and the character of its place.

6.2 Recommendations


The issue and main motive in architectural work in the coming era is how to integrate
the Neo-organic style which is the product of “love of Nature” with sustainability
which is the product of “caring for the environment”.



If sustainable Development is the achievement of a better quality of life through the
efficient use of resources, therefore the main aim of “better quality” should not be
sacrificed by abandoning appearance and creative ideas, and lowering execution
budgets to obtain an economically sustainable building. Instead budgets should be
spent on researches that will guarantee the fulfillment of both performance and
appearance required for better quality.



Introducing local traditional elements and motifs into a neo-organic project gives the
building the unique identity that binds it with its place and people so that it overcomes
its possible repetition or resemblance to any other building all over the world.
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